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A Survey on Uncertainty Management
in Data Integration
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In the last few years, uncertainty management has come to be recognized as a fundamental aspect
of data integration. It is now accepted that it may not be possible to remove uncertainty generated
during data integration processes and that uncertainty in itself may represent a source of relevant
information. Several issues, such as the aggregation of uncertain mappings and the querying of
uncertain mediated schemata, have been addressed by applying well-known uncertainty manage-
ment theories. However, several problems lie unresolved. This article sketches an initial picture of
this highly active research area; it details existing works in the light of a homogeneous framework,
and identifies and discusses the leading issues awaiting solutions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Data integration is the process of providing the user with a unified view of data
residing at different sources. Examples are relational databases, ontologies,
and XML repositories [Lenzerini 2002]. In this work we focus on automated
data integration, a difficult activity prone to errors [Gal 2006b]. One of the
basic data integration tasks consists of comparing local data sources to iden-
tify matching entities, for example, two columns with addr and home-ad from
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two company databases both containing customer addresses. The information
about matching entities, usually called mapping, is then used to merge the in-
put data sources by including, for example, all of the customers’ addresses into
a single column. Several research efforts have led to the development of effec-
tive approaches to improve the accuracy of matching—for an overview of these
methods, see Rahm and Bernstein [2001], Halevy et al. [2006b], and Euzenat
and Shvaiko [2007]. However, automated tools may still fail in identifying all
the correct mappings, for example, because of variations in columns. This may
lead to errors in the merged database such as related data spread over several
columns or single columns mixing heterogeneous information.

One way to tackle this problem is to explicitly represent the uncertainty gen-
erated by the data integration system and to consider it an important result of
the integration process. Uncertainty is a state of limited knowledge, where we
do not know which of two or more alternative statements is true. In the context
of data integration, a typical example of uncertainty concerns the matching of
objects, such as the fact that columns addr and home-ad may match or not.
Keeping these alternatives leads to the production of multiple integrated data-
bases, one for each choice. While traditional data integration methods more or
less explicitly consider uncertainty as a problem, as something to be avoided,
recent approaches treat uncertainty as an additional source of information,
sometimes that is precious and that should be preserved.

In addition to uncertainty about the relationships of independent data
sources, uncertainty may also affect other steps of a data integration process,
as suggested in Sarma et al. [2008b]. The latter summarizes the results pre-
sented in [Dong et al. 2007; Sarma et al. 2008a]. Data may be uncertain, for
example, in the event of data collected using information extraction systems or
from unreliable data sources. The mediated schema may be uncertain due to
the automated comparison of the data sources; for the same reason the map-
pings between the mediated schema and the data sources may also be uncer-
tain. Finally, queries can be uncertain, because of the difficulty in expressing
structured requirements when there is a lack of certain mediated schema. As
well as these levels of uncertainty that may be present in a working data in-
tegration system, intermediate uncertain results can be produced during the
matching step of the process, for example, the output of a single matcher com-
paring a pair of entities or an aggregated relationship produced by a pool of
matchers. Therefore, when focusing on uncertainty management in data inte-
gration we refer to the comparison of uncertain data sources, to the generation
of uncertain mappings between different data sources or between data sources
and a mediated schema, to the representation of uncertainty in the mediated
schema and to the execution of uncertain queries.

1.1 Motivation

The high interest in uncertainty in data integration is motivated by several
data integration applications in which uncertainty is unavoidable. A prime
class of applications are public online repositories, for example, Google Base,
where anyone may upload structured content and where we cannot expect to
ACM Journal of Data and Information Quality, Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 5, Pub. date: July 2010.
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identify all the correct mappings. Similar problems can be found in data inte-
gration systems for the deep Web. These are characterized by a large number
of sources, local data that is not easily available and schemata to be extracted
from HTML pages. A second class of applications regards scientific data repos-
itories such as bioinformatics databases where we do not necessarily know the
exact mappings [Louie et al. 2007; Sarma et al. 2008b]. A third class of applica-
tions concerns the integration of data sources that are in themselves uncertain.
Two relevant examples are databases with sensor data and databases built
with information extracted automatically from the Web such as intelligence
data. Future data integration systems will support a pay-as-you-go integration
policy. Here newly added data sources will be available through simple key-
word queries expressing uncertain requirements [Halevy et al. 2006a]. Finally,
uncertainty has now been recognized as a typical result of the integration of
geographical information systems given that data arising from observations
of spatial entities are often imperfect [Worboys and Clementini 2001; Olteanu
et al. 2008].

Data integration and uncertainty management are central topics in the field
of data quality. Data integration is one of the basic activities used to improve
the quality of data distributed among independent data sources. This is be-
cause it can both reduce its structural and semantic heterogeneity and redun-
dancy, and increase its availability and degree of completeness (see e.g., the
chapter on data integration by Batini and Scannapieco [2006]). At the same
time, uncertainty is a kind of imperfection: one of the objectives of data quality
processing is to reduce the amount and impact of imperfect data.

1.2 Methodology

This article includes a survey of the literature on uncertainty management
in data integration. We queried the search engine Google Scholar, the IEEE
Xplore database and the ACM digital library with all possible combinations
of the keywords data integration/schema integration and uncertain/ty, prob-
ability/stic and imperfect/ion and considered at least the first 100 results for
each query. These results were then filtered, we did this by examining the ti-
tles and abstracts of the papers so as to retain only those works that present
data integration methods with an explicit representation of uncertainty aimed
at producing uncertain results. We then checked the references of each se-
lected paper, but no additional relevant publications were identified. Finally
we looked at the Web sites of the most active researchers in the field to locate
technical reports mentioned in collected papers in order to identify recent and
as yet unpublished contributions. It is worth noticing that the papers reviewed
in this survey appeared in the follow-up publications relating to some of the
most important conferences and journals in the field of computer science such
as SIGMOD, VLDB, ICDE, and the VLDB journal.

Not all the papers we looked at were included in the survey. We did not
consider works where probabilities (or similarity degrees) were explicitly used
only with the aim of making a choice between different alternatives, and so
where uncertainty is lost during the data integration process. For example,
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the system described in Hayne and Ram [1990] tries to assign probabilities to
alternative relationships between pairs of schema objects. However, the char-
acterizing feature of this and other early works using uncertainty theories is
that after probabilities are evaluated a threshold is used to select matching and
nonmatching objects. Therefore, the uncertainty generated during the integra-
tion process is lost. Similarly, probability theory has been used in instance in-
tegration (entity reconciliation or record linkage), and here again probabilities
are used together with a decision model to choose exact mappings [Dey et al.
2002]. Another different application of probability theory in the field of data
integration is described in Florescu et al. [1997]. In this case probabilities do
not characterize the uncertainty in the matching process and in the integrated
schema but are used to rank local data sources the aim being to improve query
processing. Data is not uncertain and mappings between schema objects are
well known.

At the end, we have identified about 30 papers dealing explicitly with data
integration and uncertainty in addition to many other references mentioning
the problem as relevant. Among the numerous papers considered we noticed
that the majority of the approaches generating uncertain mediated schemata
were published in 2005 and later, with the exception of a few visionary pa-
pers (Tseng et al. [1993] and Altareva and Conrad [2001; 2003], whose frame-
work for uncertain data integration was later extended in Altareva and Conrad
[2005]). In fact while uncertainty has always been included in data integration
methods, only in the last few years that has been considered a valuable result
in the process. This emerges quite clearly from the reviewed literature. In a
2003 survey, the problem of uncertain data management was not mentioned;
it was stated that the main difficulty was the discovery of correct semantic re-
lationships between schema objects [Halevy 2003]. Later, the problem of deal-
ing with imprecise mappings was mentioned in another survey paper without
explicit references to uncertainty management [Doan and Halevy 2005]. How-
ever, it was recognized that we will never be able to find all correct matches and
that we should therefore be aware of possible errors and find ways to use par-
tially incorrect results. That same year saw the publication of the first papers
on uncertainty management in data integration; in a later survey, uncertainty
management was explicitly referred to as one of the future challenges in the
field [Halevy et al. 2006a].

1.3 Outline of the Article

The aim of this article is not just to provide a list of contributions. Here we
attempt to show the reviewed papers as parts of a general and homogeneous
data integration process, highlighting their mutual relationships and identify-
ing what is missing. The aim is to encourage future research in this area.

Our article is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe a generic process
of data integration. That is a useful way of fitting the contributions in the sur-
vey into a homogeneous framework. Then in Section 3, we survey the main
works dealing with uncertainty in data integration. We describe the main re-
sults, and classify existing approaches according to the step(s) they cover in the
ACM Journal of Data and Information Quality, Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 5, Pub. date: July 2010.
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Table I. The Main Recognized Classes of Data Imperfection

Class Example: John’s tallness

No imperfection 183 cm.
Absence/missing values Not known.
Non–Specificity Between 180 and 190 cm.

183 or 184 or 185 cm.
Vagueness Not very tall.
Uncertainty Perhaps, 183 cm.
Inconsistency 183 and 184 and 185 cm.
Error 170 cm.

With examples about John’s tallness

data integration process, the input and output data models, the features of data
analyzed in matching the input data sources and the adopted theory of uncer-
tainty. Finally, starting out from this systematization of existing proposals, we
identify and discuss the key problems that remain open.

2. INTEGRATING DATA WITH UNCERTAINTY

In this section we first provide additional details about the concept of uncer-
tainty, and in particular on the relationship between this concept and other
kinds of data imperfection. Then, we split a general data integration activity
into its main phases. This will serve as a sort of mediated schema for our sur-
vey: we will then provide mappings from the reviewed works to this general
framework.

2.1 Uncertainty and Imperfection

So far, we have used the term uncertainty, as it is the most recurrent one in
the works reviewed in the survey. However, it is worth noticing that in the
database field, as well as in early works on uncertain data integration, it is
well recognized that uncertainty is only one of many possible kinds of data
imperfection that can affect a data source, as indicated in Table I [Bonissone
and Tong 1985; Smithson 1989; Motro 1995; Demolombe 1997; Smets 1997; Pal
1999], adapted from Magnani and Montesi [2008a]. In this example perfect
information is by convention set to 183 cm., and differing types of imperfection
may coexist such as in: John is probably not very tall. The names we have
assigned to different classes are used in many existing taxonomies of imperfec-
tion. However, there is no established consensus and other works have used
slightly different classifications.

2.2 A Reference Data-Integration Process

In Figure 1 we have represented the main tasks constituting a general data-
integration process. First, the input (also called local) data sources are trans-
lated into homogeneous data models (wrapping) to allow the comparison of
otherwise heterogeneous information representation constructs. These ho-
mogeneous data representations may already contain uncertain information
present in the original data sources or information generated during the wrap-
ping phase if for example information extraction techniques are used. Then,
these wrapped data sources are compared to each other using specialized
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Fig. 1. A schematic view of a data integration process.

Fig. 2. Two relational tables representing independent data sources.

agents called matchers. A matcher can be a software agent as well as a human
being, and usually each matcher implements one of the many matching algo-
rithms available in the literature; for a survey of these approaches see Rahm
and Bernstein [2001] and Euzenat and Shvaiko [2007]. The outcome of each
matcher is combined with the others to produce an aggregated relationship
between each pair of schema objects (aggregation). This process may involve
several rounds of matching and aggregation and uses the result of each round
to improve the next one. At this point the information is used to merge the
local data sources into a global database to which we can ask queries. Global
data sources may be materialized or implicitly represented using the mappings
between the local data sources.

As an example of this process, consider the two data sources illustrated
in Figure 2. The wrapping phase would generate some system-dependent
internal representation of these tables—usually a graph with one node for
each column and table, arcs representing their relationships and methods to
fetch rows and metadata. In an uncertain data integration process, we allow
the data contained in these tables to be uncertain, for example, one address
could be (6, Brown Street) || (9, Brown Street) (the or operator (||) is used in
Widom [2005] to represent alternative tuples in uncertain data models). Then
several algorithms are used to match these structures. For example, the SSN
and ID columns can be compared according to their names, their data types
and their instances, that is, the actual values contained inside the columns.
Uncertainty may also characterize the result of these algorithms leading for
example to a probability of .8 for SSN and ID matching. Next the outcomes of the
algorithms are aggregated again producing probabilistic relationships between
the columns of the two tables. The joint information on all the relationships
existing among the input data sources (mapping) is then used to generate a
ACM Journal of Data and Information Quality, Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 5, Pub. date: July 2010.
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single (virtual or materialized) database. This database may be also uncertain;
for example, it may expose two alternative schemata (one for the case in which
SSN and ID match, one for when they do not) and contain uncertain data as well
(like the aforementioned address).

3. MANAGEMENT OF UNCERTAINTY

As we have indicated in the previous section, the goal of uncertain data inte-
gration is to use the uncertainty present in the data sources and/or generated
during the matching phase, to build an uncertain integrated view of the data.
This can then be seen as a compact representation of several alternative results
of the process.

Uncertainty can be represented using quantitative methods, for example,
specifying the probability that a mapping is correct, or qualitative methods, for
example, using fuzzy sets and possibility theory to represent preferences about
the correctness of a mapping. As we show in this section, quantitative models
are the most frequently adopted in recent data integration methods, but also
qualitative approaches are represented in the literature—usually with the aim
of reducing the complexity of the manipulation of uncertainty.

In the following we review the main papers on uncertainty manage-
ment in data integration with regard to the general process described in
Section 2. In Table II we indicate the steps of the process it addresses for each
main approach. “I ” means that the step is not explicitly analyzed in the
paper(s), but is supported by the adopted theoretical framework. For instance,
Nottelmann and Straccia [2007] produce probabilistic–Datalog rules for which
query processing was studied in Fuhr [1995]. However, they do not address it
in the specific context of data integration. “P ” indicates that the topic has been
partially addressed, either by example or with oversimplifying assumptions.
In the same summary table, we also indicate the theory of uncertainty used in
the paper and the presence of experimental results. Some works cited in the
body of the article have not been included in this table—in particular papers
not providing new approaches for these specific steps and papers presenting
case studies [Louie et al. 2007; Mimno et al. 2007].

3.1 Wrapping Uncertain Data

Data sources may be uncertain for many reasons: the source may have been
extracted automatically by an unstructured data repository (such as the Web),
it may have been collected using sensors or produced by a scientific experi-
ment; its uncertainty could simply be due to the fact that it comes from un-
trustworthy sources. Although not directly related to data integration, there is
much literature on data models for imperfect data: missing values [Codd 1979;
Witold Lipski 1979], uncertainty [Barbara et al. 1992; Lee 1992; Tseng et al.
1993; Pittarelli 1994; Dey and Sarkar 1996; Lakshmanan et al. 1997; Fuhr and
Rölleke 1997; Re et al. 2007; Sarma et al. 2006; Boulos et al. 2005; Cheng et al.
2005; Widom 2005; Agrawal et al. 2006] and vagueness [Bosc and Prade 1996]
in relational databases. Van Keulen et al. [2005] suggest that semi-structured
data models are well suited to representing the uncertainty produced during
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Table II. Steps in a Generic Data Integration Process Addressed by the Cited Works

Wr Ma Ag Me Qu Theory Tests

[Tseng et al. 1993] P P Y Probability
[van Keulen et al. 2005] P Y P Probability Y
[Nottelmann and Straccia P Y Y I I Probability Y
2005; 2007]
[Magnani et al. 2005] Y Y Y Evidence
[Calı̀ and Lukasiewicz 2006; P/I Y P/I Probability
2008; Calı̀ et al. 2008]
[Hunter and Liu 2006b, 2006a] P Y Probability,

Evidence,
Possibility

[Gal et al. 2005; Gal 2006b; Y Fuzzy Y
2008; Roitman et al. 2008]
[Wang et al. 2007] Y Y Evidence, Y

Possibility
[Nagy et al. 2007] Y Y Evidence Y
[Marie and Gal 2007] Y Y Probability Y
[Dong et al. 2007] Y Y Probability
[Pankowski 2008] Y Probability
[de Keijzer et al. 2006; Y P Probability Y
de Keijzer and van Keulen
2007; 2008]
[Magnani and Montesi 2008b] Y Y Y P Possibility/

Bipolar preferences
[Agrawal et al. 2008] Y Y Possible Worlds
[Sarma et al. 2008a] Y I Probability Y
[Magnani and Montesi 2009a] Y Y Y P Probability Y
[Gal et al. 2009] Y Y Probability Y

Wr: Wrapping, Ma: Matching, Ag: Aggregation, Me: Merging, Qu: Querying,
Y: addressed topic, I: implicit treatment, P: partial treatment

data integration, because of their flexibility. Additionally, less structured data
is more likely to be uncertain. Indeed, one of the first applications of uncertain
data integration to a real problem was outlined in Louie et al. [2007] in the
context of biological databases. The main proposals of semistructured prob-
abilistic data models are described in [Dekhtyar et al. 2001; Nierman and
Jagadish 2002; Al-Khalifa et al. 2003; Hung et al. 2003b, 2003a; Magnani and
Montesi 2008a]. As these works do not deal with the data integration process,
we will not provide additional details here. However, it is worth noticing that
some of these models have been presented as tools to query data originating
from different sources [Tseng et al. 1993; Boulos et al. 2005].

The integration of data sources containing uncertain data is mentioned in
Magnani and Montesi [2007] and Dong et al. [2007] as an important problem,
but as yet it has not been studied thoroughly. Some works define data models
that support the representation of uncertainty to some extent: van Keulen et al.
[2005] define probabilistic XML trees, and Magnani and Montesi [2008b] allow
the ranking of instances extracted by input schema objects; however the most
promising approaches from this viewpoint are certainly the ones described in
Nottelmann and Straccia [2005; 2007] and Calı̀ and Lukasiewicz [2006]. Here
the authors use respectively probabilistic Datalog programs and probabilistic
ACM Journal of Data and Information Quality, Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 5, Pub. date: July 2010.
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description logic programs. Nonetheless, so far the only work that deals ex-
plicitly with this aspect is Agrawal et al. [2008], in which some formal proper-
ties of the relationships between two uncertain databases (represented using a
possible worlds model) are defined. In particular, this report defines notions of
containment and consistency in (uncertain) data sources.

While advanced academic prototypes for managing uncertain data have been
available for some years, there are still some open problems regarding the in-
tegration of uncertain data. These mainly concern their applicability within a
data integration setting.

(1) Local data sources are usually defined as views over the global schema (or
vice versa), and it is therefore necessary to know what it means when an
answer to a query over probabilistic data (i.e., a view) is contained in the
global database or when two uncertain data sources contain inconsistent
data. Agrawal et al. [2008] provide a first step in this direction, but we
should redefine the entire framework as illustrated in Lenzerini [2002] and
extend it to probabilistic data.

(2) At some point the integration of uncertain data will necessitate the com-
parison of uncertain tuples or attributes. From our survey, it appears that
this point has not been covered so far.

(3) Previous research on uncertain data management has focused on uncer-
tain data rather than on uncertain schemata. However, to integrate data
sources that have been the result of a previous uncertain data integration
process, we should also consider how to compare uncertain schema objects
whose metadata is uncertain.

3.2 Matching Data Sources with Uncertainty

The matching phase of a data integration process is where uncertainty is usu-
ally generated. In fact, using automated matchers we can only compare syn-
tactic features of the data such as the names of two columns. That may not
provide enough information to determine if they match or not.

Let us consider two schemata S1 and S2. The basic task in a data integration
process consists in comparing S1 ∈ S1 and S2 ∈ S2 to identify the relationship
occurring between them.1 Figure 3 shows some possible choices of relation-
ships, but the majority of systems uses only match and not match.

Definition 3.1 Semantic relationship. Let R be a set of mutually exclusive
relationships, and S1 and S2 two schemata. A semantic relationship is a func-
tion F : S1 × S2 × R → {0, 1} such that:

F(S1, S2, r) =
{

1 if (S1, S2) ∈ r
0 if (S1, S2) /∈ r (1)

with
∑

r∈R F(S1, S2, r) = 1 (i.e., exactly one relationship is correct).

1We focus on one-to-one relationships, which are used in almost all the works reviewed in this
article.
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Fig. 3. A visual description of some possible semantic relationships between two entities. In
this figure we have considered equivalence (S=), subset-subsumption (S⊂), superset-subsumption (S⊃),

overlapping (
S∩), disjointness (

S∩/), and incompatibility (
S
/∼). Other choices are match and not match

(M, /M), or (=, �=), the latter mainly used in information fusion where single instances are compared
instead of schema objects.

In the literature, this definition has been extended using probability the-
ory, interval probabilities, conditional probabilities, fuzzy sets, and possibilistic
logic, as we summarize in the following. The approach used by the papers re-
viewed in this survey is indicated in Table II.

Probabilistic methods model our ignorance about which relationship is
correct, as defined in Dong et al. [2007]:

Definition 3.2 Probabilistic semantic relationship. Let R be a set of mutu-
ally exclusive relationships, and S1 and S2 two schemata. A semantic relation-
ship is a function P : S1 × S2 × R → [0, 1] such that:

—P(S1, S2, r) ≥ 0
—∀(S1, S2)

∑
r∈R P(S1, S2, r) = 1

Example 3.1 Probabilistic semantic relationship. Let R = {M, /M}, P(Man,
Woman, M) = .6 and P(Man, Woman, /M) = .4. P is a probabilistic semantic
relationship, where Men and Women are more likely to match, with probabil-
ity .6.

Magnani et al. [2005] suggest that indicating an exact probability for each
alternative relationship may be difficult. Therefore, they introduce the notion
of interval probabilistic relationship.

Definition 3.3 Interval probabilistic semantic relationship. Let R be a set of
mutually exclusive relationships, and S1 and S2 two schemata. A semantic
relationship is a function F : S1 × S2 × 2R → [0, 1] such that (2R indicates the
powerset of R):

—P(S1, S2,∅) = 0
—∀(S1, S2)

∑
R⊆R P(S1, S2, R) = 1.

From this definition, we can compute the lower and upper probability of any
relationship r ∈ R, as follows:

LowerProbability(S1, S2, r) = P(S1, S2, {r}) (2)

UpperProbability(S1, S2, r) =
∑

R⊆R,r∈R

P(S1, S2, R) . (3)
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Intuitively, P({r}) is a probability mass supporting the relationship r. P({r1, r2})
is a probability mass that supports either r1 or r2, but we do not know which
one—therefore, P({r1, r2}) will increase the upper bound of the interval proba-
bilities of both r1 and r2.

Example 3.2 Interval probabilistic semantic relationship. Let R = {M, /M},
P(Man, Woman, {M}) = .6 and P(Man, Woman, {M, /M}) = .4. This assignment
corresponds to the interval probabilities: M : [.6, 1], /M : [0, .4].

An alternative approach developed in the field of information retrieval and
first presented in Nottelmann and Straccia [2005] uses a probabilistic exten-
sion of datalog to encode uncertain relationships between schema objects. In
this case, only binary relationships (M, /M) are used.

Definition 3.4 Rule-based probabilistic semantic relationship. Let S1 and S2
be two schemata. A semantic relationship is a rule:

αS1(d, v) ← S2(d, v),

where α is the probability that for any document d the value v of attribute S2
is also a value of attribute S1.

This definition can be easily applied to databases instead of document meta-
data: if we think at S1 as an attribute (e.g., the column of a relational table)
in the mediated schema, and S2 as an attribute in a local schema, then we can
state that the probability of the values in S2 to be also in S1 is α.

Example 3.3 Rule-based probabilistic semantic relationship. A rule:

.8 pubyear(d,y) ← year(d,y)

means that 80% of the years appearing in a document d correspond to the pub-
lication year of the document. This rule encodes the conditional probability
P(pubyear(d, y) | year(d, y)).

In the definitions we have already encountered it is worth noting that there
are two different interpretations of probabilities. The most common is to as-
sume that there is just one correct relationship and that probabilities express
our belief in each alternative (but again only one is correct in the real world).
On the contrary, in the second interpretation, the one used in the rule-based ap-
proach holds that one relationship can be partially correct, such as in the case
of publication years that correspond solely to some of the years stored in the
documents. In Dong et al. [2007] these interpretations were therefore called
by-table and by-tuple respectively. We shall provide additional details on the
different computational complexity associated with these two interpretations
later.

Another way to express partial relationships is to use fuzzy sets namely
the main tool for formalizing the similarity values used in many traditional
data integration methods. This approach is used in Gal et al. [2005], where
the authors define an evaluation framework for approximate mappings (also
discussed in Gal [2008]).
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Definition 3.5 Fuzzy semantic relationship. Let S1 and S2 be two schemata.
A semantic relationship is a function μ : S1 × S2 → [0, 1] representing the
similarity of schema objects S1 and S2.

Finally, another nonprobabilistic approach is described in Magnani and
Montesi [2008b], based on possibilistic logic and on the preference representa-
tion framework presented in Benferhat et al. [2006]. To simplify the production
of uncertain relationships and to reduce the complexity of their manipulation,
this work allows the expression of preferences.

Definition 3.6 Preference-based semantic relationship. Let S1 and S2 be two
sets of schema objects. Also, let L− be a totally ordered set of rejection levels,
with min(L−) indicating indifference and max(L−) strong rejection, and let L+

be a totally ordered set of satisfaction levels, with min(L+) indicating indiffer-
ence and max(L+) complete satisfaction. A semantic relationship is defined by
a pair of functions F−

P : S1 × S2 → L−, representing a negative preference, and
F+

P : S1 × S2 → L+, representing a positive preference.

Example 3.4 Preference-based semantic relationship. Let L+ be: (indiffer-
ence, weak preference, medium preference and strong preference) and L− be:
(not rejected, weak rejection, medium rejection and strong rejection). As an
example, using these ranges, we can define the following preferences:

—F+
P(People, Woman) = strong preference.

—F+
P(Man, Administrators) = weak preference.

—F−
P (Man, Woman) = not rejected.

In this way, we are encoding the fact that we support the matching of both the
pair (People, Woman) and the pair (Man, Administrators), the first more than
the second, and we do not reject the idea that (Man, Woman) match, even if we
do not express any preference about it.

The most interesting feature of this definition is that it uses a symbolic ap-
proach, for example, if l+1, l+2 ∈ L+, F+

P(S1, S2) = l+1, F+
P(S1, S3) = l+2 and l+1 > l+2,

we can say that (S1, S2) is preferred to (S1, S3), but not how much. This is
a major difference with respect to probabilistic systems and corresponds to a
reduced expressiveness and a consequent reduced complexity as indicated in
Section 3.5.

While we have shown that many alternative definitions of uncertain seman-
tic relationships have been proposed, the main open problems regarding the
comparison of data sources concern the generation of these relationships, that
is, the assignment of probabilities, intervals or preferences. Each matcher must
produce a measure of uncertainty from the comparison of some features of the
data and this is notoriously delicate matter. For example, what is the probabil-
ity that columns home and house match? This is a difficult question also for a
human being.
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Table III. Matchers and Aggregation of Matcher Outcomes

Rels Matchers Aggregation

[Magnani et al. 2005] S=, S⊂, S⊃, cardinalities, names (wordnet, Dempster’s rule
S∩,

S∩/, S
/∼ sub-strings), data statistics,

data types, attribute values

[Nottelmann and Straccia M, /M names (precise comparison Weighted sum of
2005; 2007] and stems), data type, values classifier estimates

(with and without term , (i.e., expectation)
weighting) k-nearest neighbor,
naive Bayes, KL-distance

[Wang et al. 2007] M, /M edit distance, linguistic-based, Dempster’s rule
structure-based (for beliefs), min

(for possibilities)
[Nagy et al. 2007] M, /M not specified (Jaccard, Dempster’s rule

Jaro-Winkler string
distances, wordnet. . . )

[Marie and Gal 2007] M, /M term, composition, Naive Bayes
precedence Heuristic

[Magnani and Montesi M, /M names (wordnet, string Union
2008b ] distances), data statistics,

data types, attribute
values

[Magnani and Montesi M, /M names (wordnet, string Dempster’s rule
2009a] distances), data statistics,

data types, attribute
values

3.3 Aggregation of Multi-Matcher Outcomes

The aggregation of the uncertain outcome of different matchers is usually un-
certain too, as a result of the uncertainty generated during the matching phase,
and may involve some knowledge of the relationships between the matchers.

Today it is well recognized that no single matching algorithm outperforms
all the others independently of the input schemata. This has led to the defi-
nition of data integration architectures made of many matchers as in Do and
Rahm [2007], where each matcher implements a different algorithm. This ar-
chitecture has many desirable features: its implementation can be focused on
simple matchers, it is scalable as matchers can be easily removed and added,
and it is easily parallelizable.

However, if we want a sound representation and manipulation of uncer-
tainty, this architecture poses some additional challenges.

(1) The output of the matchers must be expressed using the adopted uncer-
tainty management theory.

(2) We need a way to aggregate the outcomes of the matchers.
(3) We can no longer add and remove matchers without considering their

mutual relationships.

In this section we discuss how these challenges have been addressed in the
literature. Table III indicates the matchers used in the reviewed approaches,
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the relationships they try to identify, and the aggregation method; we have
indicated only those papers providing details about the adopted matchers.

With regard to the first challenge, probabilistic methods are under criticism
because it is not easy to justify the produced values. In the papers under analy-
sis, ad hoc methods not grounded in theory are often used, and different inter-
pretations of the theory such as subjective or frequentistic ones, are adopted in
different matchers. This problem also affects interval probabilistic approaches
to a minor degree. Qualitative methods are certainly more intuitive, but it is
still difficult to ensure that different matchers adopt the same ranges of values.

The aggregation of the probabilistic outcomes of different matchers is an-
other complex problem. Magnani et al. [2005] use Dempster’s aggregation rule
in the context of interval probabilistic matching. This rule produces a valid
interval probability distribution as long as the matchers do not contradict each
other.

Definition 3.7 Aggregation of interval prob. semantic relationships. Let R be
a set of mutually exclusive relationships, and S1 and S2 two schemata. Also, let
PM1 and PM2 be the interval probabilistic semantic relationships produced by
two matchers M1 and M2. For all S1 ∈ S1, S2 ∈ S2, and R ⊆ R, the aggregation
is defined as:

P(S1, S2, R) =

⎧⎨
⎩

0 if R = ∅∑
R1∩R2=R PM1 (S1,S2,R1)PM2 (S1,S2,R2)

1−∑
R1∩R2=∅ PM1 (S1,S2,R1)PM2 (S1,S2,R2)

if R �= ∅ . (4)

Intuitively, this equation defines the following computation: if a set of rela-
tionships R1 is supported by PM1 , and another set of relationships R2 is sup-
ported by PM2 , then the intersection of R1 and R2 is supported by both. For
example, if a matcher supports the relationships {S⊃, S=} and another matcher
supports {S∩, S=}, the combination will support the common relationship S=. The
denominator performs a normalization to make the function P sum to 1.

The combination of n matchers is obtained by iteratively applying this rule
n − 1 times. The complexity of exact methods for performing Dempster’s com-
bination rule is exponential on the number of relationships, because it must
consider all its subsets in the worst case. Therefore, as we deal with at most
six alternative relationships, the complexity of the combination is bounded by
a small constant. However, the main problem of this rule is that the result
of the computation is correct only if the outcomes of the matchers are proba-
bilistically independent. Unfortunately this is rarely the case: whenever two
matchers analyze the same features of two schema objects, for example, their
names, their outcomes are very likely to be correlated. Dempster’s rule has
also been used extensively in the field of Semantic Web and Ontology Matching
[Wang et al. 2007; Nagy et al. 2007], where it suffers from the same problem.

It is worth noticing that this rule can also be used for simple probabilistic
relationships in which case it reduces to the following:

Definition 3.8 Aggregation of probabilistic semantic relationships. Let R be
a set of mutually exclusive relationships, and S1 and S2 two schemata. Also,
let PM1 and PM2 be the probabilistic semantic relationships produced by two
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matchers M1 and M2. For all S1 ∈ S1, S2 ∈ S2, and r ∈ R, the aggregated
probability is defined as:

P(S1, S2, r) =
PM1 (r)PM2 (r)

1 − ∑
r′ �=r′′ PM1 (r′)PM2 (r′′)

(5)

An alternative approach based on matcher weighting is proposed in
Nottelmann and Straccia [2005; 2007]:

Definition 3.9 Aggregation of rule-based semantic relationships. Let α T(d,y)
← S(d,y) be a rule-based semantic relationship, let P(Mk) indicate the prob-
abilistic weight of matcher Mk, and P(S|T, Mk) be the probability estimated
by Mk.

P(S|T) ≈
n∑

k=1

P(S|T, Mk) · P(Mk) (6)

Then, Bayes’ theorem is used to obtain P(T|S) = P(S|T) P(T)
P(S) . This definition is

based on an underlying assumption that only one of the matchers is correct; its
computational complexity is linear in the number of matchers.

So far, we have mentioned probabilistic aggregation methods that do not
consider probabilistic dependencies. There is still no conclusive experimental
evidence highlighting the impact of dependencies on the result of these aggre-
gations. However, some preliminary tests suggest that they may negatively af-
fect the correctness of the resulting relationships. Marie and Gal [2007] model
matcher aggregation as a classifier learning activity. In this work, the output of
each matcher is considered as a |S1| · |S2| matrix, where the entry (i, j) contains
the probability of attribute i from schema S1 to match attribute j from schema
S2. These matrices are regarded as training sets, and a Naive Bayesian clas-
sifier is learned from them. The experiments reported in the paper, although
preliminary, show that the independence assumption, which is not satisfied
by the matchers used in the experiments, may have a negative impact on the
precision and recall of the merged matcher.

When we use a qualitative approach, the aggregation of the outcome of dif-
ferent matchers can be simplified. In particular, Magnani and Montesi [2008b]
define the combination of preferences expressed by n matchers as their (bag)
union and state that any other triangular conorm can be used [Klement et al.
2000].

Example 3.5. Let three matchers express the following positive preferences
about a pair of schema objects:

M1 Strong preference.
M2 Strong preference.
M3 Weak preference.

The aggregated expression of preferences will then be: {(Strong preference, 2),
(Weak preference, 1)}. Using the more typical max function, the aggregation
would result in a single Strong preference.
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The union of positive and negative preferences may generate inconsistencies,
that is, opposite opinions of different matchers. In this case, matchers that
reject an option have greater priority. Using this technique, the time needed
to aggregate the outcomes of the matching phase is linear in the number of
matchers. However, there are still no experimental results that assess its ef-
fectiveness or which compare the impact of using alternative T-conorms on the
precision and recall of the method.

The main open problems regarding the aggregation of the matcher outcomes
concern their mutual relationships.

(1) The probability generated by different matchers should be compatible, that
is, produced according to a common interpretation; otherwise the influence
of some matchers which tend to output high values may limit the contribu-
tion of others. In the reviewed literature no formal concept of compatible
uncertainty measures has been defined or discussed.

(2) Even when compatible uncertain relationships have been produced,
their aggregation should consider probabilistic dependencies between the
matchers.

(3) The problem of dynamic pools of matchers that change their organization
according to the generated uncertain semantic relationships has been only
partially addressed [Magnani and Montesi 2007; de Keijzer and van Keulen
2007]. For example in Magnani and Montesi [2007] the generation of incon-
sistent results is used to identify portions of the data sources where some
matchers do not perform well.

3.4 Merging Data Sources Based on Uncertain Mappings

As for the aggregation of the outcomes of the matchers, the source of the uncer-
tainty that may affect a mapping still comes from the matching phase although
it is manipulated to merge the result of each matcher.

There are two main approaches to perform a merging. One option is to ma-
terialize the integrated database. This is typical with small data sources like
single XML documents with a shared XML schema. This activity is often called
information fusion and there is much literature available about it. The other
option is to use one or more mediated schemata to translate global queries into
queries on local data sources—for example, the integrated database is implic-
itly defined by the mediated schema and the mappings—this is typical for large
distributed databases. In this case the mediated schema may be provided as
input to the data integration process or it may be produced using the informa-
tion collected during the matching phase. The two approaches are also called
respectively data and schema integration in the literature when the term data
integration is not ambiguous.

In Table IV we indicate the most significant merging approaches reviewed
together with the adopted data model, the set of relationships used in the map-
ping, the method used to obtain the mapping from the result of the matching
step (detailed below), and whether it is a case of schema or data integration.
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Table IV. Data Models and Merging Approaches

Data Model Rels Merging Kind

[Tseng Relational Probabilistic Generalized union Schema
et al. 1993] partial values Data
[van Keulen p-XML =, �= All combinations, Data
et al. 2005] constrained by XML

schemata, and probabilities
assigned with a frequentistic
interpretation

[Nottelmann Sets of schema M, /M Union of all p-datalog Schema
and Straccia objects rules
2005; 2007]

[Magnani et al. ER S=,
S⊂,

S⊃,
S∩,

S∩/, S
/∼ All combinations, excluding Schema

2005] mutually exclusive
[Calı̀ and Description M, /M Not specified Schema
Lukasiewicz Logics
2006; 2008; Calı̀
et al. 2008]
[Hunter and XML (with M, /M Dempster’s rule, min, max Data
Liu 2006b, probability,
2006a] belief, and

possibility
functions)

[Dong et al. Relational M, /M Certain mediated Schema
2007] schema
[Pankowski XML M, /M Not specified Schema
2008] inside path

expressions
[Magnani and Sets of schema M, /M Clusters of matching Schema
Montesi 2008b] objects objects
[Agrawal et al. Possible M, /M Certain mediated Schema
2008] worlds schema
[Sarma et al. Single M, /M Construction of a Schema
2008a] relational probabilistic mediated

table schema from similarity of
source attributes and
co-occurrence constraints

[Magnani and Sets of schema M, /M Probabilistic clusters Schema
Montesi 2009a] objects of matching objects
[Gal et al. 2009] Relational M, /M Certain mediated schema Schema

(queries on single
tables)

3.4.1 Implicit Merging. This kind of merging basically corresponds to the
generation of an uncertain mapping and, if it is not already available, of the
mediated schema. Therefore for each alternative approach we will provide
the corresponding definition of mapping and describe how to obtain it. The fol-
lowing definitions look very much like the definitions of simple relationships.
However, mappings may be much more complex: they involve many relation-
ships at the same time and the presence of dependencies between them makes
it hard to compute their probability.
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A mapping associates each pair of objects from the two input data sources
to a semantic relationship like the ones represented in Figure 3. Uncertain
mappings are defined as follows in Magnani et al. [2005].

Definition 3.10 Interval probabilistic schema mapping. Let R be a set of
mutually exclusive semantic relationships, and S1 and S2 two sets of schema
objects. A mapping is a function m : S1 × S2 → R. We indicate with M(S1, S2, R)
the set of all possible mappings. An interval probabilistic schema mapping is a
tuple (S1, S2, R, P) where P : 2M(S1,S2,R) → [0, 1] is a function over the powerset
of all mappings between S1 and S2 such that:

—P(∅) = 0
—

∑
M⊆M(S1,S2,R) P(M) = 1.

As in the case of simple relationships, we can compute the lower and upper
probability of any mapping as follows.

LowerProbability(m) = P(m) (7)

UpperProbability(m) =
∑

M⊆M(S1,S2,R),m∈M

P(M) . (8)

This definition is reduced to the definition of probabilistic mapping when the
domain of the function P is the set of mappings instead of its powerset:

Definition 3.11 Probabilistic schema mapping (1). Let R be a set of mutu-
ally exclusive semantic relationships, and S1 and S2 two sets of schema objects.
A mapping is a function m : S1 × S2 → R. We indicate with M(S1, S2, R) the set
of all possible mappings. An interval probabilistic schema mapping is a tuple
(S1, S2, R, P) where P : M(S1, S2, R) → [0, 1] is a function over the set of all
mappings between S1 and S2 such that:

—P(∅) = 0
—

∑
m∈M(S1,S2,R) P(m) = 1.

It is easy to see that both definitions admit a number of possible schema
mappings. This is exponential in the number of pairs of schema objects, and
the probability of each mapping is a product of conditional probabilities. For
example, the matchers may assign some probability to the events that schema
objects A and B are equivalent, that schema objects B and C are equivalent
as well, but A and C are incompatible (A S= B, B S= C, C S

/∼ A). Evidently the
probability of this mapping would be 0 and not the product of the probabilities
locally assigned to the three relationships. Magnani and Montesi [2007] use a
top-k algorithm that only considers this kind of dependency and whose worst-
case complexity is still exponential in the number of pairs of schema objects.
In addition, the probabilities it returns are not correct in the presence of other
probabilistic dependencies.

Dong et al. [2007] provide the first formal analysis of probabilistic mappings.
In their work, a probabilistic schema mapping is a set of possible (ordinary)
mappings between a source schema and a target schema, where each possible
mapping has an associated probability.
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Definition 3.12 Probabilistic schema mapping (2). Let S and T be two rela-
tional schemata. A probabilistic mapping pM is a triple (S,T,m), where S is a
relation in S, T is a relation in T, and m is a set {(m1, Pr(m1)), . . . , (ml, Pr(ml))},
such that

—for i ∈ [1, l], mi is a one-to-one mapping between S and T, and for every
i, j ∈ [1, l], i �= j ⇒ mi �= mj.

—Pr(mi) ∈ [0, 1] and
∑l

i=1 Pr(mi) = 1.

A probabilistic schema mapping is a set of probabilistic mappings between re-
lations in S and in T, where every relation in either S or T appears in at most
one probabilistic mapping.

In this work, the authors assume the existence of a certain mediated schema.
This assumption limits the application domain of these mappings to situations
where the mediated schema is not obtained automatically from the analysis of
the local sources.

Dong et al. [2007] suggest two semantics for probabilistic schema mappings
corresponding to different complexity classes of query answering. Assume we
have one relational table O1, which matches table O2 with probability 1

2 . In
by-table semantics, the correspondence is either correct or not, we do not know.
These semantics are basically the same as in Magnani et al. [2005]. In by-
tuple semantics, the correspondence is partially correct: it is true for half of
the tuples. As we shall see later, by-tuple semantics is intrinsically more com-
plex than by-table semantics and this affects the computational complexity of
query answering. In fact, with the former we need to consider all possible ways
of assigning alternative mappings to the tuples. For instance if a table con-
tains three tuples and there are two possible mappings m1 and m2, we can say
that tuple 1 must be interpreted according to m1 and the others according to
m2 (〈m1, m2, m2〉), or that tuples 1 and 3 must be interpreted according to m1
(〈m1, m2, m1〉), and so on for all other alternatives. It would also be interest-
ing to compare this interpretation with one based on fuzzy sets, which are well
suited to representing this kind of vague relationship. These two semantics
have been adopted by subsequent works studying aggregate query operators
[Gal et al. 2009] and the integration of XML data [Pankowski 2008].

In the same work, the authors deal also with the compact representation of
mappings. The representations proposed in the paper are consistent with what
we would expect from a probabilistic approach: if the relationships between
pairs of schema objects are independent of each other, the space complexity of
probabilistic mappings can be reduced to a linear function of the number of
pairs. However, in the general case, we need to represent all mappings one by
one, with their associated probability.

The logic programming approach presented in Nottelmann and Straccia
[2005; 2007] defines an uncertain mapping as a set of p-datalog mapping rules.
In particular:
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Definition 3.13 Rule-based schema mapping. Let S be a source schema and
T a target schema. A mapping is a tuple (T, S, �), where � is a set of mapping
rules.

Also in this case, the authors assume the existence of a target schema. Learn-
ing a schema mapping which here corresponds to the merging phase, consists
in the following four steps.

(1) For each possible relationship T(d,v) ← S(d,v), estimate the probability
P(S|T) (as we have previously mentioned, this is done by aggregating the
result of the matchers through a weighted sum using an independence as-
sumption).

(2) Compute all sets � of mapping rules, and estimate its quality using these
probabilities.

(3) Select the best schema mapping according to this estimation.
(4) Compute P(T|S) for each mapping rule in the best �.

We will not repeat the details of the process of probability estimation as they
can be found in the original papers. We only point out that here again the
manipulation of probabilities suffers from an underlying assumption of inde-
pendence, that is not satisfied in the majority of data models such as ER and
OWL. In addition, we notice that the number of all sets � of mapping rules
is exponential in the number of pairs of schema objects, making this method
useful only for very small schemata.

3.4.2 Generation of an Uncertain Mediated Schema. Magnani and Montesi
[2008b] following Magnani et al. [2005], try to generate the mediated schema
starting from the input data sources. If two schema objects S1 and S2 do not
match, that is, they are not related to each other, they will be inserted as sep-
arate objects into the mediated schema. On the contrary, if two local schema
objects match, a third object will also be added to the mediated schema, con-
taining instances from both input schema objects and representing the fact that
the local objects are incomplete views over it. This is exemplified in Figure 4,
where the schema object depicted on the right is generated because the two
local title schema objects match each other.

A similar approach is adopted in Magnani and Montesi [2009a], but using
a quantitative approach, and in Sarma et al. [2008a], where the authors dis-
cuss how to automatically obtain an uncertain mediated schema from the local
sources by clustering together attributes with a high probability of matching,
and producing alternative clusterings for mappings with a lower probability.

3.4.3 Materialized Merging. The option of explicitly building an integrated
data source has been mainly used in methods that focus on data and not on
schemata. These approaches are also known as information fusion methods.

Tseng et al. [1993] define an integration operator to compute the union of
two input relations with conflicting values where all the alternatives are in-
cluded in the result. For example, if the first input relation states that the age
of a person is 23 and the second states that it is 24, the output relation will
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Fig. 4. An example of data integration with the generation of the mediated schema.

indicate the set {23,24}. In addition, these values would be annotated with
probabilities, that without additional information will be equally distributed
among the alternatives.

Van Keulen et al. [2005] assume the existence of a matching engine providing
the relationships between different data entities. Here they define a data model
that can be used to merge data trees. The authors also assume that the merged
trees share the same XML schema. Therefore, the only source of uncertainty
comes from elements with the same name and different text nodes. However,
even with this simplifying assumption, the number of alternative possibilities
obtained by merging sequences of text values is high. While improving the
matching phase would significantly reduce this number, it appears that to use
this approach it is necessary to reduce the cardinality of the solution space.
An example of a merged tree is illustrated in Figure 5, taken from the original
paper.

With regard to the way in which probabilities are assigned to different alter-
natives during merging, van Keulen et al. [2005] use a frequentistic approach.
For instance, if we merge 100 data trees, and 99 of them have a person element
with value John while one has a person element with value Jon, the probability
assigned to John will be .99.

A similar approach is presented in Hunter and Liu [2006b; 2006a], where
XML documents are enriched with annotations of probability, belief and possi-
bility. The authors face the same complexity problems and tackle them using
external domain knowledge to reduce the number of alternatives—as suggested
too in van Keulen et al. [2005]. In addition they show how different measures of
uncertainty such as beliefs and possibilities, may be merged together. This cor-
respondence was already pointed out in Shafer [1976], but its meaningfulness
is still to be verified. It is worth noting here that the application of Dempster’s
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Fig. 5. An example of probabilistic XML tree, with XML (•), possibility (∇) and probability (◦)
nodes.

rule, used to perform the merging, suffers from the aforementioned problems
in the event of probabilistic dependencies.

The main open problems regarding the generation of uncertain mappings
once again concern the relationships between different schema objects that
may cause probabilistic dependencies, and the difficulty in managing an un-
certain schema.

(1) A mapping may contain relationships between common objects, for exam-
ple, the relationship between columns address1 and address2 and the one
between columns address1 and home-address. These may influence our be-
lief about the relationship between address2 and home-address and thus
the way in which we compute the joint probabilities.

(2) The subject of uncertain schemata as mentioned in this section has as yet
only been treated by a few recent works so far and needs to be extended to
other data models and tested in real applications. In fact it is still unclear
how these uncertain schemata can be used in practice.

3.5 Querying Uncertain Mediated Schemata

Uncertainty may affect both the result of queries over uncertain mediated
schemata and the query itself. In the first case, it is again a result of the
matching phase. In the second case, it may come from the unavailability of
mappings or of a well-defined mediated schema. Therefore users have to for-
mulate queries without precise references to schema elements—such as key-
word queries—and the system has to translate them into a set of alternative
structured queries.

The first theoretical results concerning the complexity of query execution
in uncertain data integration systems were published by Dong et al. [2007].
We remind the reader that these results focus on the by-table and by-tuple se-
mantics introduced in the last subsection. The authors study the behavior of
selection-projection-join queries and show that for by-table semantics (and also
for two large classes of queries within the by-tuple semantics), query answering
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is in PTIME both on the size of mappings and on the size of data. On the con-
trary, returning all the results of a query with by-tuple semantics is in general
#P-complete. It is worth noticing that these complexity classes do not change
even if we use more complex mappings, for example one-to-many relationships
(like in: person → name + surname, or income → monthly income*12). Obvi-
ously, while query answering keeps the same complexity, the matching phase
not addressed in Dong et al. [2007] could become intractable because of the
high number of possible combinations of sets of attributes. In addition, to ap-
ply these results to complete uncertain data integration applications, we need
to consider that the size of mappings is in general exponential with regard to
the number of schema objects in the local data sources (for instance, the num-
ber of columns and tables in a relational database). Therefore, we can ask these
kinds of queries in an uncertain data integration system as long as the match-
ing phase returns a small number of alternative mappings. These results have
been extended for application also in the presence of an uncertain mediated
schema in Sarma et al. [2008a] and to XML data in Pankowski [2008].

Agrawal et al. [2008] address the problem of answering queries posed over
a mediated schema when the source databases are uncertain. In particular, as
many mediated databases consistent with the sources are possible, there can
also be many alternative query answers. The authors thus define two notions
(correct answer and strongest correct answer) to characterize good and best
query answers. Intuitively, an answer is good if it is contained in the answers
of all mediated databases consistent with the sources.

Many works mention approaches to reduce the number of mappings, thus
increasing the efficiency of the process. These approaches do not directly ad-
dress the problem of query answering but may reduce the execution time of
queries on the uncertain mediated schema. Nottelmann and Straccia [2007]
suggest that some discovered rules can be removed by using ad hoc meth-
ods like thresholds, top-k, or limiting the number of rules for each target at-
tribute. Gal [2006a] shows that the analysis of the top-k mappings can be
used as a selection criterion—keeping the relationships that are more stable
in high-likelihood mappings. Both Magnani et al. [2005] and van Keulen et al.
[2005] suggest using thresholds and constraints to remove some possibilities;
however checking these constraints may become an additional source of com-
plexity. Also, Sarma et al. [2008a] propose removing some of the uncertainty:
all mappings with a probability greater than a predefined threshold (τ + ε) are
considered as certain, and all mappings with a probability less than a related
threshold (τ − ε) are considered as wrong. De Keijzer and van Keulen [2007]
suggest user feedback can be used to reduce the number of possible worlds.
While uncertain data integration is of particular interest when there are no
human users participating in the process, it is still possible to take advantage
of human feedback at query time to update the source of information respon-
sible for the wrong answer. Another kind of user involvement is suggested
in Magnani and Montesi [2007] and supported by some preliminary experi-
ments. When the system produces inconsistent results, such as unsatisfiable
ER schemata, it can also identify the combinations of relationships that gener-
ated the inconsistency and ask the user to check them. Finally, de Keijzer et al.
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[2006] and de Keijzer and van Keulen [2008] use consistency rules that remove
part of the possible worlds generated during the matching step.

While these papers present preliminary experimental results which show
an effective reduction of the number of possible worlds, the number of all al-
ternative mappings is exponential on the number of pairs of schema objects;
therefore even reducing it by a fixed percentage may not scale to real-world
integration tasks. It is worth noting that in the majority of experimental as-
sessments outlined in the papers mentioned in this survey, the experiments
were conducted on data sets with a limited number of schema objects.

The p–datalog programs generated by the schema matching phase described
in Nottelmann and Straccia [2005; 2007] are also used to query the mediated
schema. For example, consider again the rule:

.8 pubyear(d,y) ← year(d,y).

Now, assume that from an information extraction engine we know that 50% of
the occurrences of years in document d1 have the value 2003 (this can be in-
dicated by a rule .5 year(d1,2003)). The authors conclude that the probability
of 2003 to be the publication year of document d1 is .8 · .5 = .4. This result is
obtained using an implicit assumption of probabilistic independence: in par-
ticular, P(pubyear(d, y)|year(d, y)) = P(pubyear(d, y)). Note that also in this
case the assumption may be wrong, for example, if all occurrences of the year
2003 represent publication years, leading to a probability of .5. However, this
work as well as the approach presented in Calı̀ and Lukasiewicz [2006; 2008]
and Calı̀ et al. [2008] are certainly valid starting points for analyzing query
answering, because they are grounded on sound and well studied theories.

In addition to these works, query answering over uncertain data is discussed
in the papers mentioned in Section 3.1. In particular, the query language de-
fined in Tseng et al. [1993] has been proposed as a language to query heteroge-
neous databases. However as these works do not deal with specific aspects of
the data integration process, we will not provide additional details here.

3.5.1 Aggregate Query Answering. The aforementioned by-table and by-
tuple semantics can also be used for computing aggregate queries. Gal et al.
[2009] present three possible kinds of results for each of the basic aggregate
operators COUNT, MIN, MAX, SUM, and AVG: (1) the distribution of all the
possible answers, annotated with their probability, (2) an interval bounding
the range of the possible answers and (3) the expected value of the query and
here we notice that range and expected value can be computed from the com-
plete distribution—consequently more expressive. The authors present PTIME
algorithms for all the operators under the by-table semantics, and also under
the by-tuple semantics for the COUNT operator, the SUM operator (limited
to range and expected value results) and the MAX, MIN, and AVG operators
(limited to range results).

3.5.2 Top-k Query Answering. One of the most usual ways to query uncer-
tain data is to return the k best answers, where best usually means most likely
in probabilistic frameworks. Dong et al. [2007] provide a greedy algorithm
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to compute top-k answers: the main idea behind it is that some data sources
with a small probability of matching may not change the list of top-k results
of high probability. Therefore, the answers are computed starting from high-
probability correspondences, and if we notice the probability of the remaining
ones is not sufficient to change the list of top-k answers, we stop the compu-
tation. In the worst case, the algorithm must compute all the answers and
therefore an experimental evaluation will be necessary to reach a better un-
derstanding of the practical impact of this approach. Top-k schema matching
is included in the tool demonstrated in Roitman et al. [2008], although without
focusing on query answering and some experimental results are reported in
Magnani and Montesi [2009a].

As shown in this section, query answering is a complex topic, and presents
a number of open problems.

(1) The complexity of query evaluation has been studied only with regard to
specific classes of queries, for example, select-project-join, and data models.

(2) Efficient query processing depends on the presence of a small number of
alternative mappings; therefore methods to reduce them should be devel-
oped. The approaches reviewed in this survey provide only a partial treat-
ment of this problem.

(3) When a user executes a query and receives a result, some very useful feed-
back can be generated which the system can then use to improve the map-
pings. Also in this case, a number of solutions have been proposed, but the
problem has not been addressed systematically.

4. OPEN PROBLEMS

This section summarizes the contributions and open problems that have
emerged in this survey on uncertainty management in data integration.

4.1 Matching Uncertain Data

So far, this topic has only been studied in Agrawal et al. [2008], but it is also
mentioned in some other works as one of the most relevant future research
directions [Magnani and Montesi 2007; Dong et al. 2007]. In addition to its
theoretical interest, the ability to match uncertain data is necessary for defin-
ing a closed integration process and enabling the definition of an algebra of
model management operators [Bernstein 2003] and thus the iterative execu-
tion of data integration activities on several local data sources.

4.2 Generation of Uncertainty Measures

The papers we include in this survey define many matchers producing uncer-
tainty measures, as indicated in Table III. However, in probabilistic approaches
each matcher should return probabilities that can be compared and aggregated
with the ones produced by other matchers. It should therefore be clear which
interpretation of the theory is used inside each matcher, for example, classi-
cal, frequentistic, or subjective, and also whether different probability distri-
butions can be aggregated as they are. For example, assume a matcher finds
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some common instances inside two schema objects, supporting a match rela-
tionship, and another matcher thinks that the names of the two objects are not
related, supporting a not match. How much probability should we assign to
the two hypotheses? Surely we can tune these values after some experiments.
However this is quite different from having a sound underlying interpretation
of the numbers produced by the system, which by the way is the main reason
for using probability theory. At the moment, probabilities are almost always
generated using ad hoc methods.

Although it does not seem possible to solve this problem in general, we can
still study and address it in specific domains, such as in the context of by-
tuple semantics. These may have a frequentistic interpretation and allow for
experimental evaluations of the impact of different choices on the results of the
integration process.

4.3 Evolution of Matcher Ensembles

In the reviewed works, the pools of matchers used to analyze the data are sta-
tic: they do their job independently of each other, and their outcomes are ag-
gregated. In our opinion, one of the future trends will be to study how the
quality of the identified relationships may be affected by more dynamic sets of
matchers. For instance, as de Keijzer and van Keulen [2007] have suggested,
user feedback may be used to change the knowledge base, in the same way we
may expect that it could be used to update the behavior of some matchers—by
either punishing or reinforcing them.

4.4 Aggregation of Matcher Outcomes

Some matchers may be mutually independent meaning that we can change the
features analyzed by one of them without affecting the outcome of the other.
As an example, consider two matchers that respectively compare the number
of distinct values in two columns of a relation and their names. If we change
the names, the outcome of the cardinality matcher will not change, and vice
versa. However, in general different matchers can be interdependent. As a
consequence, a general method that performs the combination needs to know
the single uncertain relationships produced by different matchers and addi-
tional information about their probabilistic dependencies.

The system described in Magnani and Montesi [2009a] uses two kinds of
matchers: one to analyze the data, and another to aggregate the results of
correlated matchers. However, only some simple ad hoc matchers have been
implemented without a general theory. Other papers using probabilistic match-
ers use independence assumptions or allow the impact of the matchers to be
weighed as in Nottelmann and Straccia [2005]. However no one has as yet
proposed general solutions to this problem.

A different approach, followed in some of the reviewed papers, is to try to
mimic human behavior instead of sticking to the axioms of probability that
may not effectively describe how a human expert would perform a manual in-
tegration activity. This approach has been adopted in Magnani and Montesi
[2008b], where probabilities were replaced by preferences. In that work, the
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authors present a parametric model in which many alternative aggregation
operators can be used. However, this approach runs the risk of defining a
number of ad hoc methods without evidence of their effectiveness. This leads
to the open problem of evaluating these approaches which shall be discussed
separately.

4.5 Generation of Mapping

Another aggregation of probabilities occurs when we generate an uncertain
mapping from a set of uncertain relationships; in this case too there can be
probabilistic dependencies. Similarly, other dependencies not known a priori
can derive from the semantics of the local data sources.

Carefully selected independence assumptions and approximated or nonprob-
abilistic methods should be used to tackle this problem which is currently still
awaiting a satisfactory answer.

4.6 Generation of Mediated Schemata

When enabling a fully automated data integration process, we cannot assume
the mediated schema is already available. Therefore we need methods to learn
it from the data sources. Several of the surveyed papers have considered this
problem but it appears to be an emergent one in this literature.

4.7 Query Answering and Complexity Reduction

As we have mentioned above, query answering is tractable in presence of a
limited number of possible mappings. Therefore techniques to reduce them are
the key to enable the development of real systems. Unfortunately, this corre-
sponds to the removal of possibly correct mappings and brings us back to tradi-
tional methods. It follows that the usage of thresholds or top-k algorithms,
with a small k, should be performed with care. In addition, we have seen
that when defining a top-k algorithm we should know the probability of the
alternative mappings and this is unfeasible in general cases with probabilistic
dependencies.

4.8 User Involvement

So far, it is unclear how the uncertain results of a data integration process can
be used effectively. Traditional methods use top-k results to include the user
into the matching phase and end with one correct mapping. Some recent works
suggest generating a single certain schema, called consolidated schema so as to
summarize an uncertain mediated schema [Sarma et al. 2008c; Magnani and
Montesi 2009b]. In general, it is of primary importance to develop adequate
user interfaces for accessing these complex results. Otherwise, in many cases
the result of an uncertain integration process would not be of any practical use.
Similarly, it is an open question how to use an uncertain mediated schema in a
completely automated scenario.
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4.9 Evaluation

The works considered in this survey cover many complementary aspects of un-
certainty management in data integration. The use of our common framework
has enabled us to highlight their relationships. However, additional efforts
are required in order to evaluate and compare these techniques such as, for
example, developing benchmark data. Moreover case studies that report on
the application of these methods would be useful in identifying more practical
problems.

5. CONCLUSION

This article describes the status of research on uncertainty management in
data integration. It provides a snapshot of a rapidly evolving area. Uncertain
data integration systems have many potential applications such as Web 2.0 on-
line repositories updated by millions of users that automatically generate their
mediated schemata, or online and automatically updated interfaces to scientific
data sources. Applications of uncertain data integration have a vast number
of potential users and therefore we expect them to play an important role in
popularizing next-generation information systems supporting uncertainty.

The advantages of using uncertain data models to represent the result of
data integration tasks, that is, models that represent both data and their de-
gree of certainty, have not been studied thoroughly and are not easy to as-
sess experimentally. Data integration methods that manage uncertainty are
certainly closer to typical human behavior than traditional methods; they are
interesting from an academic point of view as alternative approaches for inves-
tigation and are intuitively reasonable. However, they remain as yet untested
in real-world scenarios. Some preliminary experiments potentially supporting
their effectiveness were presented in Gal [2006a] and Magnani and Montesi
[2007]. These results were obtained by studying the distribution of correct re-
lationships inside top-k mappings. The analysis of precision and the recall of
correct relationships shows that it is often worth keeping uncertainty after the
matching phase as many correct relationships are absent in top-1 (the most
likely) mapping. In addition, these experiments show that in complex data in-
tegration tasks, the information loss caused by the removal of uncertainty may
be relevant. Indeed, even if we consider k alternative mappings we risk losing
some correct relationships unsupported by high degrees of confidence.

The majority of methods presented are quantitative and suffer from com-
plexity problems. In fact, although it has been shown that many classes of
queries can be answered in polynomial time with respect to data size and
mapping, mapping size can be exponential in terms of the size of the input
schemata. Qualitative approaches have been presented claiming reduced com-
plexity but the impact on the precision and recall of the methods with respect
to probabilistic systems has not been studied yet.

The main problem related to probabilistic methods lies in the impact of prob-
abilistic dependencies which may affect many of the steps in the process and
are often influenced by the adopted data models. For example, Magnani et al.
[2005] show that relationships connecting common entities in an ER diagram
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are a source of dependencies that increase the complexity of the matching
and merging steps. To avoid this problem, the use of less expressive schema
languages (i.e., sets of schema objects without connections) and relationships
(M and /M) have been proposed but it is still unclear if these are good compro-
mises, that is, if they can be used effectively in real applications.

Moreover, it is worth noticing that many open problems are more related to
the adopted uncertainty management formalisms than to the specific applica-
tion context of data integration. For example, the computational problems of
the reviewed probabilistic systems are the same ones that affect other applica-
tion areas of probability theory. Therefore, to find answers to the open problems
discussed in the previous section, it is fundamental to make advances in related
fields ranging from the interpretation of mathematical theories of uncertainty
to modeling, implementing, and visualizing uncertain data.

A final consideration concerns the development of uncertain data integration
systems. These systems obviously present specific features like enhanced user
interfaces and uncertainty manipulation modules. However, the architecture
of uncertain and traditional data integration systems is basically the same.
In addition, the matchers (the most important components of these systems)
may adopt all the techniques that have already been developed and which are
available in traditional systems, with minor adjustments to make them pro-
duce uncertain results expressed using the preferred uncertainty management
theory. It follows, therefore, that the new capabilities described in this article
are likely to be adopted gracefully without the need to develop new systems
from scratch, and this will certainly facilitate their future development.
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